History, Philosophy and Sociology
N.A. Bogachkina
Features of Cooperative Education: History and Present
Key words and phrases: cooperative education; cooperative principles and values; education
system reforming.
Abstract: The paper discusses the problems of formation, development and current state of
cooperative education in Russia throughout the 20th – the beginning of the 21st centuries.
L.N. Shumilova
Historical Aspect of Living Standards
Key words and phrases: historical aspect; living standards; social inequality.
Abstract: Historical aspect of living standards is considered in the article. The leading role of
social and economic terms in developing living standards of the population is revealed.
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Economic Sciences
O.V. Belyaeva
Economic Forecasting as a Factor of Reducing Management Risks
Key words and phrases: consumer cooperatives; forecast; forecasting; normative forecasting;
prospecting forecasting; statistical risk assessment; systematic forecasting.
Abstract: The paper considers the issues of forecasting, the optimal direction of quantitative and
qualitative assessment of the future development of the entire system and its operation.

N.V. Bulatova
Harvard Paradigm and Empirical Research into
Milk and Dairy Products
Key words and phrases: competition; coordination mechanism; Harvard paradigm; milk and
dairy products; sector market.
Abstract: The paper shows the results of the empirical research into milk and dairy products
market in Russia and its regions, determining its peculiarities and compliance with the
conditions of perfect competition. The methodological basis of the research is a “structure –
conduct – performance” paradigm used in the theory of sector markets. The term “sector
markets” is defined as a mechanism of coordination between producers and consumers. The
results of the calculations of concentration rate of milk and dairy products markets are
presented; their spatial localization is also defined. The thesis of insufficient differentiation of
unpasteurized milk market and excess differentiation of end milk products market has been
formulated. The conclusion about the oligopsonic structure of the milk market has been
verified. The barriers of entering and leaving the sectorial market, as well as vertical integration
effect on the market efficiency, and market information asymmetry effects are con-sidered. The
authors’ interpretation of the typological factors of the milk and dairy products market
segments is given in the paper. The presented results of the empirical research enabled to reveal
peculiarities of the milk market and showed, firstly, the efficiency and degree of formation of
the market coordination mechanism; secondly, a substantial deviation of its real structure from
the ideal one. The mentioned deformations decrease its efficiency and necessitate the use of
additional regulators.
A.P. Vitkalova
Possibilities of Using Cost Accounting in Standard-Cost System of Consumer Cooperation
Organizations
Key words and phrases: cooperation; cost accounting; planning costs; standard cost system.
Abstract: Consumer cooperation organizations f in conditions of coordination of economic and
social functions should rely on planned decision-making; it requires evaluation (justification) of
expenses, costs that will inevitably arise. This paper discusses the possibility of using cost
accounting in the standard cost system of consumer cooperatives.
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T.V. Grishina
Problems of Food Industry Innovative Strategies
Key words and phrases: innovation; innovative thinking; living standards; organizational
changes; risks; strategic planning; technology.
Abstract: The article examines the formation of innovative strategy in food industry, factors of
its successful implementation, and the challenges faced by domestic companies in the process
of its implementation.
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O.B. Mizyakina
Compromise Strategy of Networking Cooperation in Industry Market
Key words and phrases: coalition and noncoalition games; compromise; conflict; consumer
cooperation; intercompany interaction; oligopoly; regional cluster; self-regulating
organizations.
Abstract: The paper describes a model of compromise cooperation on the industry market. In
contrast with the cooperative model, when competitors form unions, associations and other
coalitions, reaching a community of interests, the compromise cooperation involves a balance
of interests. The examples of such interactions are noncooperative games of oligopolists,
conscious parallelism and self-regulatory organizations.
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T.L. Myagkova
On Resource-Saving Reserves in the System of Consumer Cooperation
Key words and phrases: consumer cooperation; production costs reserves; resource saving
system.
Abstract: Consumer cooperation companies are expected to introduce a resource saving system
based on revealing of reserves. The article considers the necessity and possibility of the need
for careful use of available resources by reducing production and non-production costs to
increase company performance.
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L.V. Syrnikova, A.N. Sinitsyn
Improving Interaction of Companies and Economic Cooperative Unions
Key words and phrases: consumer society; cooperative; cooperative sector; cooperative types;
efficiency; interaction; union.
Abstract: The paper focuses on the essence and meaning of the cooperative sector in Russia, the
variety of cooperative types, possible interaction of cooperatives and unions aimed at
increasing socio-economic potential of the cooperative sector. Ways of increasing the
efficiency of the cooperative sector and improving itsactivity have been proposed.
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N.Yu. Shadchenko
On the Need and Prospects of Logistic Infrastructure Development in The Russian
Federation
Key words and phrases: development; infrastructure; logistics; logistic center; management.
Abstract: The questions of value, prospects andmain directions of logistic infrastructure
development in modern Russia are considered in the paper.
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E.A. Yurmanova
Enhancing Institutional Factors to Raise the Effectiveness of Public Goods Production
Key words and phrases: institutional factors; production.
Abstract: The paper describes the main problems in the need to foster the institutional factors of
public goods production. Special attention is given to consideration of the implementation of
the program-target methods, which ensure the continuity of fiscal and economicpolicies in the
medium term.
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Legal Science
L.I. Aliyeva
Development of the Institute of Responsibility for Offenses in Taxation and Levies
Key words and phrases: administrative responsibility; tax law; tax offences; tax policy.
Abstract: The paper analyzes the historical experience of the development of the Institute of
responsibility for offences committed in the area of taxes and levies. The problems of state
regulation of tax reforms is considered.
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V.G. Annenkova
Single Economic Space as a Factor of Improving People’s Living Standard in the Russian
Federation
Key words and phrases: equality of constitutional principle of RF subjects; market unit; single
economic space; social and economic status of individual and citizen; social state.
Abstract: The paper discusses the issues of single economic space. an analysis of the provisions
of the current Constitution of the Russian Federation in 1993 in terms of the economic
problems of federalism. The effect of differences in economic development of Russian regions
to the state apparatus, the structure and efficiency of the economy, the legal status of citizens
are described. The basic directions of perfection of the economic foundations of Russian
federalism are determined..
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Yu.V. Varfolomeyev
On the Problem of Cooperative Ideology Influence on Legal Cooperation
Key words and phrases: cooperative ideology; cooperative movement; cooperative right;
standard and legal base.
Abstract: The paper considers the problem of ideology influence and the fundamental principles
of cooperative movement on the development of the cooperative right and legal support of
cooperative activity, creation of uniform and dynamically spontaneous system of cooperation.
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T.V. Zametina
Equality Principle of Federation Subjects and issues of Ensuring Law Status of Russian
Federation Citizens
Key words and phrases: asymmetry; effective management; equality principle of federation
subjects; Russian federalism; Russian state system consolidation; single law status of Russian
Federation citizens.
Abstract: The content of constitutional equality principle of federation subjects and analysis of
the problems of its realization are considered in the article.According to RF constitutional and
existing legislation, the analysis of main legislation factors which influence a single law status
of the RF citizens are revealed. The author makes a conclusion that equal social-economic
terms in RF regions, consistent with the implementation of equality principle in federation
subjects, especially in finance and budgeting, as well as effective work of state authority have a
great impact on people’s life standards.
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E.V. Kaverina
Guarantee of the Right to Life in the Russian Federation
Key words and phrases: legal guarantees; right to life; right to life realization; social state.
Abstract: The paper considers global transformations taking place in the modern world due
to society’s need for rights and freedoms protection. The main aspects and features of the
problem can be analyzed and studied, as recently shaped emerging trends to improve living
standards have become stable. In this connection the right to life requires improving standard
regulation of various spheres of society’s activities. After all, the society welfare is expressed
not in right and freedom of proclamation, but ensuring their implementation.
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N.V. Pavlova
Status and Role of Prosecutor’s Office in Constitutional System of Russian Federation
State Authority in Protection of Citizens’ Rights and Freedom Mechanism
Key words and phrases: advocacy; public authorities; rights of citizens; separation of powers;
status prosecutors.
Abstract: The article considers the prosecutor’s office status of the RF state authorities system
in citizen’s rights and freedom mechanism. It is based on the necessity of making amendments
to the existing legislation for prosecutor’s office system stability guaranteeing.
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I.A. Silantyeva
Issues of Improving Legal Regulation of Interbudgetary Relations: Theory and Practice
of Realization
Key words and phrases: budget; budget code of the Russian Federation; fiscal policy;
interbudgetary relations; interbudgetary relations at the local government level; municipalities;
Russian Federation; subjects of the Russian Federation.
Abstract: The paper analyzes thef approaches to the definition of interbudgetary relations. The
author examines the problems of legal regulation of interbudgetary relations, including that at
the regional and municipal levels.
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A.V. Stepanyuk
Socio-Economic Bases of Self-Determination of Peoples in the Russian Federation
Key words and phrases: regional differentiation; social policy; social state; the right of nations
to selfdetermination.
Abstract: The article deals with the concept of social state and peoples’ self-determination
rights. The special attention is paid to the social policy in the regions that is caused by regional
differences. The interrelation of social policy and regions’ economic development, the
asymmetry of Russian Federalism is considered. Mutual influence of regions’ economic
development, peoples’ self-determination rights and social policy are revealed here.
E.S. Shurshalova
Problems of Legal Regulation of Forced Migrants’ Status at the Regional Level
Key words and phrases: displaced persons; legal regulation; legislation; refugees; regional
level; resettlement; protection of rights.
Abstract: The paper deals with the problem of legal regulation of forced migrants at regional
level. Legal regulation of the status of refugees and the displaced persons, the ways of
protection of their rights and freedoms, as well as the creation of additional guarantees of
realization of the rights of refugees and displaced persons guaranteed by normative legal acts of
subjects of the Russian Federation are analyzed.
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